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The problem under consideration is that of determining a function which is a 
solution of the Helmholtz equation in a planar region exterior to a simple closed 
curve and of an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation inside the curve. Jump 
conditions on the function and its normal derivative across the cruve are given. The 
problem is lirst transformed into one involving the inner region only with a 
boundary condition which is non-local. This means that the solution at a point on 
the boundary is a functional of its values elsewhere. This second problem is further 
transformed into a variational form with all boundary conditions natural. It is 
shown that the variational problem has a solution. Finite dimensional approximate 
problems are defined and they are shown to have solutions converging to the 
solution of the variational problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is intended as a contribution to a growing body of literature 
concerning numerical solutions of what we term exterior interface problems. 
Such problems occur often in physical situations and they have the following 
mathematical structure. There are two or more regions in space, one of them 
being infinite in extent. Different partial differential equations hold in the 
regions and rather than having boundary conditions one has interface 
conditions across the boundaries between adjacent regions. 
There have been some efforts to develop variational procedures for the 
above class of problems. These can deal effectively with the interface aspect 
but they encounter diffkulty in handling the infinite region. Various 
procedures have been given which yield a variational problem over a finite 
domain. 
* This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant MCS-77 
01149. 
A simplified model of the problem studied here was discussed under the title “Non-Local 
Boundary Conditions” at the Symposium on Integral and Functional Differential Equations. 
University of West Virginia. Morgantown, June 1979. 
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A physical prototype of exterior interface problems is that of elec- 
tromagnetic fields in the presence of metallic or dielectric obstacles. A case 
of great practical interest is that of the production of eddy currents in 
conductors. We have developed a variational procedure for such problems. 
In this paper we illustrate this procedure with a model problem which 
corresponds to two-dimensional fields in the presence of cylindrical 
conductors, as we explain in Section 5. 
We let R be a bounded, simply connected region in the plane with smooth 
boundary r and we write R ’ for R’\fi. We will be concerned with solutions 
of the Helmholtz equation in R’ and for these one has the Sommerfeld 
radiation condition. We state this in the form, 
c(x) = r -l,?Aeir + qr 3 21, 
t’Jx) = ir- ‘; ?Aeir + O(r-%2), 
CR) 
as r=lxl-+ 00. Suppose we are given a smooth function q in R and a 
function k?/‘“(x) satisfying No + %OZo in R*.’ 
PROBLEM (P). Find ti such that: 
Lw+qfl=o in 0, (E) 
Lli’/+~/=O inR+, (Et) 
H- =/wt, u, =P,’ on I-, (Ifi) 
iy/ - ?Y” satisfies (R). 
Here the minus and plus denote limits from R and fit, n is the normal to r 
and /3 is a constant. 
One variational procedure for (P) is discussed in [7]. That procedure 
involves an artificial region Q, which is finite but larger than a. Here we 
give a different variational procedure, which involves only Q. The author has 
recently received a preprint of an article by Aziz and Kellogg [2] in which 
still a different procedure is discussed. 
The procedures in [2, 71 as well as ours are all characterized by the 
appearance of non-local boundary conditions. This means that at a point on 
the boundary of the region in question the solution (or its normal derivative) 
is not a prescribed value but rather is a functional of the solution elsewhere. 
These non-local conditions carry the information from the exterior 
environment which is being neglected in the variational procedure. 
The results of Section 2 derive originally from an idea in [3] and were 
developed in part in collaboration with James McWhirter of Westinghouse 
Research Laboratory 18 ]. 
’ Ho may have singularities provided they lie in D ’ . 
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2. THE NON-LOCAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS; 
We assume throughout that 9 is a smooth function and I’ is a smooth 
curve. We will also need the technical assumption. 
Ar/+fl=OinR,ti~Oon~impliesti~OinR. (2.1) 
We show in Section 5 that q and /I can have various forms depending on the 
specific electromagnetic problem under study. For simplicity we study only 
the special case, 
q(x) = iQ(xh Q(x) > 0 in a, /3 > 0. W-1 
This corresponds to the eddy current problem. The other cases in Section 5 
can be handled by minor changes. 
Let us introduce a little notation. For any region D we write 
(f, g),, = (_ J-g dx 
. I) 
and for cp and w  defined on r we write 
(f, g)r = f .fg ds. 
. I‘ 
(Our solutions will be complex and we note that the usual L, inner products 
for complex functions will be df, & and (f, g)r.) 
We begin by giving a uniqueness result for (P). 
THEOREM 1. There exists a most one solution of (P). 
ProoJ: We show that if % is a solution of (P) for #” = 0 then ZY = 0. Let 
M be such a solution. Let B, be a disk jxl < R containing R, f, be the circle 
1x1= R and Q,+ denote R+ n B,. By Green’s theorem and (2.2) we then 
have 
-@VP, Vg), + iP(QP’, @), + (P’, , L@ -.I, = 0 
- (v&, V9),,d + (9, %)n; - (2; ,g+),. + (Y$, g)r, = 0. (2.3) 
Now (R) gives 
(cvr,~),.n=iIAI* 271+0(l) as R+co. 
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Thus if we add Eqs. (2.3), use (I&, take the imaginary part and let R -+ co 
we obtain 
(Qw, q,, + I‘4 I2 2n = 0. 
We conclude, by (2.2), that ?Y = 0 in R and A = 0. But for A = 0, (R) gives 
(U, g),., + 0 as R + co. This implies by a result of Rellich 15 1, that P 3 0 
in Qt. 
In our existence procedures a central role is played by volume and surface 
potentials and we recall the appropriate ideas. We set K(r) = (-i/4) H:“(r), 
where H’,“(r) is the Hankel function of first kind and order zero. One then 
has 
K(r) - (1/2x) log r as r -+ 0; K(r) - cr-‘.‘2P as r + co. (2.4) 
We define linear transformations I’, S and D by the formulas, 
w-)(x) = f ax - Yl)f(JJ> & -0 
wP)(x) = 1 K(I x - Y I) (P(Y) dS, 3 
-r 
(2.5) 
D(v)(x) = j,, -& K(I x - A) V(Y) dS.s. 
Y 
For any choices off, q, w  (continuous) V, S, D all satisfy (Et ) and (R). 
We also have AS + S = 0 and AD + D = 0 in R. If f is Holder continuous 
we have, on the other hand, 
Al’+ V=f in R. (2.6) 
For f continuous V(J) E C”‘(R*) but for S and D we have the well-known 
jump relations which we now state. In these ~0 and IJ are to be continuous 
and we recall that r is smooth. 
LEMMA 1. (i) SE C(R*) and 
(s(v)); = ;a, + . I”“; NPO)), =- +co + J%), (2.7) 
am” = I,- (g (xv ~9) rp(v) ds,. 
x x x0 
(ii) D(v)+ = -+u/ + W(w); D(w)- = +u/ + G(v), P-8) 
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‘I~(~)(~~,,) =,I;. (g- b. .Uj ,, -~,, h9 4. 
(iii) The kernels in , 1 and Y are smooth functions (of arc-length) and 
Ihey are related by the formula. 
(2 (v), U/J,, = (v. ( f wj. (2.9) 
09 UW),S = Wwh . 
We obsenle that V and S are related by the formula, 
(w-l,. rp), = (.L S(cp)),, . (2.10) 
We can now state the auxiliary problem to which (P) may be reduced. 
PROBLEM (P’). Find u such that 
Au+qu=O in R, (E) 
2P 
u- /3+1 
= ~ V((1 - q)u) + VP- 1) 2P 
B+ 1 g:‘(“-)+- p+lVO 
on 1.. (B) 
THEOREM 2. Let u be a solution of (P’). Then i// = V(( 1 - q)u) + 
(t/3 - 1)/P) D(K) + v” will be a solution of (P).’ 
Proof. We see immediately that ?Y satisfies (E * ) and (I,),. From (2.8j 
we have 
iv+ = v((l-q)u)+~+(;u +qu-)) +Pv?‘/“. 
B-1 w -- = V(( 1 - q)u) + ~ 
P ( 
-&+qu-) +r/O 
1 
and (B) then yields (I,), . From (2.6) we have A# = (1 - q)u - 1’/. 
Hence 27 will satisfy (E) if 
u = V((1 - q)u) + 
P-l -qu ) + g/O in R. 
B 
(2.1 I ) 
Put x = u - V(( 1 - q)u) - ((@ - I)//?) D(u ) - 7/“. Then we have, by (E) 
for 24, 
P-1 A,y=Au-(1 -q)u+ V((1 -q)u)+po(u-)+r/“=-~. 
‘See Remark 3. Section 5 for the physical interpretation of this result. 
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Let us evaluate x on r. We have, by (2.8), 
x- E u- - V((l -cl@) - p-1 fu- +I/@-) 
B ( 1 
+p 
and (B) shows that this quantity is zero. Thus condition (2.1) implies that 
x-0 in 0, which is (2.11). 
Remarks. Equation (B) is the non-local boundary condition. Observe 
that the first term is a functional of u over R while the second is a functional 
of u over K Notice also that in the special case j3 = 1 the second term can be 
eliminated. The physical interpretation of this is discussed in Section 5. 
3. VARIATIONAL FORMULA FOR (P’) 
In this section we reformulate (P’) as a variational problem (VP) and 
describe a family of finite dimensional approximate problems (VPh). We 
follow the ideas of [4] making all boundary conditions natural. 
Let us begin in a formal way. Let u be a solution of (P’). Then for an 
arbitrary smooth function u in fi we have, from (E), 
-(Vu, VF),, + (qu, V),, + (IT, u,),. = 0. (3.1) 
For an arbitrary smooth function ,D on r we have by (B), (2.9) and (2.10) 
(3.2) 
Formulas (3.1) and (3.2) added together yield our variational principk. 
Let us consider pairs 10, ,u) = V in which t’ is a function in R and u a 
function on r. Then we define 67 and F by 
cqu, V) = O({u, i), {v,p)) 
= -(Vu, Vb), + (qu, t’)<) + (6 A), + (kils),~ + A(kGPJ), 
Then the sum of (3.1) and (3.2) yields 
(7((u, u,,t. ic,pu)) = f-({L!.pt). (3.4) 
We now make the above ideas more precise. We first describe the space in 
which we work. A little care is necessary here since we will be dealing with 
complex functions. Let f;(n), m = 0. 1, 2,.... and q(r> denote the usual 
(real) Sobolev spaces.’ Then H,(R) and H,(f) will denote the complex- 
ifications of these with norms 11 Ii,(Q) and !I II,,(f). We let H = H,(Q) X 
H , ](T) with the norm, 
I~ll~,=Il~~.~}II~,=Il~ll:~~~+II~I~’I~2u-)* (3.5) 
We recall that for u E H,(Q) we can define the trace u I,. as a bounded, 
linear map into H,,z(I-). We will denote by (a, 1) the pairing between 
a E H,,(T) and 1 E H-,,(T). When i is a function we have 
(a, A) = (a, I),. (3.6) 
and for A E H- ,(I’), 1 can be defined by 
(a. I) = (a: i.). 
We have 
(3.7) 
I(@ AI G c II a Il,V) :I 1 II - ,(W 
We will need the following result. 
(3.8) 
LEMMA 2. (i) The operators . I and % of (2.7) and (2.8) can be 
extended to bounded linear mappings from H,(T) into H, + ,(f). 
(ii) The operator S in (2.5) can be extended to a bounded linear 
mapping from H,JT) into H, f l&l). 
Proqf. Result (i) follows fairly easily from the form of ..1 and Q’ for 
smooth 9 and the fact that the kernels are smooth. For (ii) we use ideas from 
[6 1. First consider the case of smooth (p. Then S(q) is a solution of 
dc + c = 0 with boundary values, 
L’ I&o) = jr K(lx - ~1) (p(y) dy. 
It is shown in [6] that the right side of (3.9) defines a bounded linear map 
from H,q(T) into H,, ,(r). Condition (2.1) and regularity theorems then show 
’ For a discussion of these spaces as well as subsequent trace and regularity theorems see 
11 1. 
‘We will use c throughout to stand for (different) constants. 
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that there is a (generalized) solution of Av + tr = 0 with these boundary 
values and v E H, + 3,2 (Q). This yields the extension of S. 
We use the above ideas to extend f?’ to H X H and F to H. The formulas 
are 
/T(U, V)=C7((u.A), (v,pt) 
= -(Vu, Vti)() t (qu, fi)Q t (6 1) t (U,P) t A({&PuJ), 
A(~W=-& ((1 - 4)k W), - 2;+:) 
(3.10) -- 
(u, .,f %> 1, 
We then have 
and we can state our variational problem. 
PROBLEM (VP). Find II = {u, A} E H such that 
n(u, V)=F(v) for all VE H. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose U= {u, A) is a solution of (VP) with 
u E C’2’(R) n C(l)@) and I E C(T). Then u is a solution of (P’) with 
A = ZllBn. 
Proof. One simply reverses the steps which led to (3.1) and (3.2) and 
then makes special choices of v and ,u. 
Remark. We will prove in Section 3 that (VP) has a unique solution. 
That proof could be extended to show that the regularity assumptions in 
Theorem 3 are satisfied but we will not carry out this regularity argument. 
We turn now to the approximate problems. We let Sh” and Shr denote 
finite dimensional subspaces of H,(Q) and Hmliz(I’), respectively, with 
dimensions N,,,, and Nhr. As h,, -+O h,+ 0 the spaces ShR and Sh’ 
approximate H,(n) and H-,!,(r) in a manner made precise in the next 
section. We set Sh = ShlJ x ShJ’. 
PROBLEM (VP”). Find Uh = {uh, A,} E S, such that 
C?(Uh, V”) = F( Vh) for all Vh E Sh. 
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Problems (VPh) are equivalent to algebraic equations. Let L:‘;“..... uyi,, and 
,.... ,ut.‘,, be bases for Shrr and Sh’. Put 
.,“I) 
Uh :z \‘ u” q. Uh = (Iif . . . . . I&,) E c ‘h<J , 
,7 
Ah = (A: )...) A”**, ) E P’. 
j-l 
Then (VPh) is equivalent to the equations, 
( ,M: #f Mg*GJ =$J* 
Here K IS an .v,,n X Nhrl matrix, A4 and .H are Nh, 
fh E C,““; We have 
(3.12) 
( N,, matrices and 
We observe that K is the usual stiffness matrix for (E). The form of 
Eqs. (3.12) is very close to that in [4] for the Dirichlet problem. 
4. EXISTENCE AND CONVERGENCE 
The goal of this section is to show that (VP) and (VP”) have unique 
solutions U and Uh and that the Uh’s approximate U. What is needed for 
these results is a pair of coercivity inequalities: 
;;,po IQYQ v)l 2 m II Ull,, II U”, m>O,forallUEH,VEH, (C) 
sup !O(Uh, P)l > m I( UhIIH (I VhJI,,, m > 0, for all Uh E Sh, V E Sh. 
ot&.s* 
((3 
Inequalities (C) and (C”) yield the existence of solutions of (VP) and 
(VPh), respectively. Inequality (C”) will yield convergence as described in 
Theorem 5 below. We will establish (C) without further assumptions. 
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THEOREM 4. There exists a constant m > 0 such that (C) holds. 
Inequality (C”) requires some assumptions on the approximating spaces. 
These are the same as those in 14). 
APPROXIMATION PROPERTIES 
(A.l) There exists a constant y, > 0 and an integer k > 1 such that for 
any u E H,(Q), I < I < k there is a uko E She’ with, 
Ilu - ~~“11;~) < ~,(h,,)‘-‘Il4l,(Q). 
(A.2) There exists a constant yz > 0 and an integer k’ > - i such that 
for any 1 E H,(T), - f < 1 ,< k’ there is a 1”” E Sh’ with, 
(A-3) ShV%H-,:z+r for some E > 0 and there exists a constant y3 
such that for any lh”~ Sh’-, . 
II~h’II%+, < Mr)-’ II~h’Il-~,z(O 
Remark. Finite element spaces satisfying conditions (A. 1 )-(A.3) are 
described in [ 4 I. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose h,/h, + 0 as h, + 0. Then there exists a constant 
h and a constant m, independent of h, such that (C”) holds for all h, < K. 
COROLLARY. Suppose the solution U = {u, A) of (VP) satisfies 
II u Il,W < a9 ll~ll,m < 00 (4.1) 
Jar some i< k, I’ < k’. Then for h,. < 6 the solutions Uh of (VPh) satisfy 
11 U - Uh 11” ( C(h;- ’ + h; L I”). (4.2) 
Proof of Corollary. We first establish an optimality result. Let U and Uh 
be the solutions of (VP) and (VP”) and let Vh be an arbitrary element of Sh. 
Set 
Eh= II- vh, eh = Uh - p, 
so that U - Uh = .sh - eh. If we subtract the equations in (VP) and (VPh) we 
find @(eh - e’, Wh) = 0 for any p E Sh. Thus, (3.11) yields 
I Q(eh, Wh)l 
II Whll” 
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Now we take the supremum over Wh and use (C”) to conclude that Ile”l\ < 
C II $‘[I,,. Thus we have 
IIU-lihI(,,=jlEh-ehII~(l +C)IIU- Vhli,, for all Vh E Sh. (4.3) 
Under our hypotheses on U properties (A.1) and (A.2) show that we can 
choose uho E She and Ah”E Sh” such that 
Ilu - ~h”lll(Qn) < ‘/,(h,,Y ’ IIu!l,W < A(W’ Il4l,(fl). 
Ii - ah’II-,.*(f) < y@,.)“+“* Ilnll,~(q. 
If we choose Vh = {u~(‘$ Ah’ } then (4.2) follows from (4.3). 
Proof of Theorem 4. In order to establish (C) we need to solve an 
adjoint problem. Let U = (u, 1) be given; then we seek V = (u, P) such that 
for some m > 0 we have 
IcT(U v)l 2 m II Wrr II VI,,. (4.4) 
We seek k’ in the form V = (u + M?,P/. Then we have, by (3.10), 
cyu, V) = U({u, a}, (24 + Iv, a}) = (-(Vu, VU), - (24, Ii), + (kc A)} 
+ (-(Vu,V~),,+(qu,~‘),+(u,~)+A((u,~})) 
+ {(ii. a) + ((4 + 1 )u, @f> 1. (4.5 1 
LEMMA 3. There exists a W = { w, ,u } E H such that 
-(Vc, Vi?),, + (qv, W)[, t (L’?P) t ‘4(1L’,CIl) 
= -((q t I)v, E)Q - (t’, I), (4.6) 
for all c E H,(a). Moreover this W satisfies 
II W!I, < c II WI,? (4.7) 
Re(E, 1) G-m” !1k112 .2(-r), m” > 0. (4.8) 
This lemma is the technical part of the proof. Let us suppose that it is 
established and comethe proof of Theorem 4. We put t’ = w  in (4.6) and 
recall that (u, 1) = (z&l). It follows that the real part of the sum of the 
second two bracketed quantities in (4.5) is zero. Hence we obtain, from (4.5) 
and (4.6), 
IG’(U, V)I>IRefl(U. V)\>‘lullf(fJ)+m” IjAil!-,,#)>m’ IIUllh. (4.9) 
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On the other hand we have, by (4.7), 
Ilt’ll,~~~~ll~ll,~~>+Il~ll,~~~~~ll~lll, 
so that /I VI\, = II{ v,p})!I,, < C II UII,,. Thus (C) follows from (4.9). 
Proof of Lemma 3. If we use (3.10) we see that the variational problem 
(4.6) is equivalent to 
Arii+qB= &Cl -4)W)-G?+ 1)C in R, 
(4.10) 
aM’ W-1) ._ -x+/7- p+l *.# @)=-x on f. 
Now let M’,, be a solution of the problem, 
Aw,=O in Q, 
aw,pn + wg = -II on I-. 
(4.11) 
This problem has a solution wg E H,(Q) for J E H- ,;Jf) and regularity 
theorems shows that there is a y > 1 such that 
~-‘Il~ll-,:~~~~~II~oll,~~~~~ll~ll-,,,~~~. 
We will show that there exists a solution of (4.10), with 
(4.12) 
w  = w0 on IY 
If we can do this then we will have, by (4.12), 
(4.13) 
(ti, 1) = (I?“, A) = -(I?,,, w& - (I?“, aw”/an) 
The quantity on the right is bounded below by a constant times I( w,ll@2) 
and hence (4.12) yields (4.8). 
We must solve (4.10), and (4.13). As a first step we introduce the 
mapping G defined by z(x) = G(q)(x) if AZ + qz = (D in R, z = 0 on r. Since 
4 is pure imaginary it follows that z exists for v, E H,(a) and regularity 
theorems state that G is a bounded map from H,(0) into H,+,(a). With 
r > 0 trace theorems then imply that az/an E H,, ,i2(J?. Thus we can define 
a bounded linear map N: H,(a) + H,, ,!*(T) by 
N(rp)(x) = & G(rp)(x). (4.14) 
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We seek M; in the form, 
G = tc,, -- G((q -t I)27 + qt?,,) + w  (4.15) 
so that w satisfies 
Aw+qw= in R, 
(4.16) 
w=o on r. 
For ,u E H I.;z(r), Lemma 2 implies that the right side of (4.16), is in H,(n): 
thus we will have 
w=p+ 1 2p G(( 1 - q) SW)), 
and by (4.14) 
aw -= & p&N((’ -9) S(A). 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
Finally we substitute (4.15) and (4.18) into (4.10) and use (4.14) and (4. I 1) 
to obtain 
/i-Tii=--2i+&, (4.19) 
where 
2l3 TP=p+l w- 1) -N((l - 9) WI) + 8+,-. ’ ‘lj), 
(4.20) 
p, = -w(, - N(( 1 - q)P + qW,,). 
We assert that (4.19) is a Fredholm equation on H. ,,:(f). This follows 
from the fact that T maps H ,,?(T) into H,,,(o and hence is compact. Thus 
if we can show that the homogeneous equation has only the zero solution we 
can conclude that (4.15) has a unique solution whose norm in H , ?(T) is 
bounded by that of the right side. But it is easy to check that this latter is 
bounded by a constant times 11 UII,,. If we substitute ,E into (4.17) and (4.15) 
we will then have the desired solution of (4.1 l), (4.13) and one can check 
that (4.7) holds. 
Suppose, then, that ,L? is a solution of (4.19) with right side zero. Then 
define r by (4.17). We will have, by construction, 
AW+qW= in a, 
w=o on r, (4.21) 
-z+p- a/3- 1) 
D+l . 
I ‘@) = 0 on r. 
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Now set x = S(E) + (@I t 1)/2/3) m. Then we have 
P+l v3 Ll~tq~=(q-l)s~)t--- 2p p+ 1 (I-9)@)=0 
x=%4 on r. 
Moreover from Lemma 2 and (4.2 l).7 we have 
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in R, 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Define @ by Q(X) = /3x(x) in 0, Q(x) = S(J) in Q +. Then we have 
A@ tq@=OinQ, A@+@=OinQ+, 
(@I- =P(@>‘. (@,)- = (a,); on f, 
@ satisfies (R). 
It follows from Theorem 1 that @ G 0. In particular, S@)(x) E 0 in Q+. But 
S(J) satisfies Au t L’ = 0 in a and by the preceding it is zero on r. Hence by 
(2.1), S@)(x) = 0 in D. Then Lemma 2 implies p G 0, and this completes the 
proof of Lemma 3 and hence of Theorem 4. 
Remark. We observe that if we had put @* = 1 in Q and s(J) in Rt 
then @* would have been a solution of the adjoint homogeneous problem to 
(P). Similarly, (4.21) is the adjoint homogeneous problem to (P’). 
Proof of Theorem 5. We prove Theorem 5 by using Theorem 4 and 
approximation. For Uh E H the proof of Theorem 4 shows that we can 
choose V= {uh + w,~} such that 
IWUhh, v)l > m II u”llh II U” G c II VhIlt,. (4.24) 
Hence we have 
lfl(uh, Vh)l = pqu", v-) t ayuh, vh - v)l 
2 m II u”lIi - C, II Uhll,, II p - VI,. 
We will prove the following result. 
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LEMMA 4. Let I n*,,u} be the solution of’ (4.10). Then given anv I: > 0 
there exists an h such that for uny h, < I? there is II wh*l E S’“’ and u 
,uh’ E Sh’ such that 
!I h’ - Wh”i.,(R) < 1: 1 UhIl,,, 
.I,u -ph’ I , ?(I’)<C I!cq,,. 
(4.26) 
Suppose we have proved Lemma 4. Take c so that 2&C, < m/2 and put 
Vh = (uh + wh,ph}. Then Vh E Sh and by (4.26) and (4.24), 
(I v - iq,, = 11 (w - who. P -Ph’lll,, < (42) II Uhllm 
:I Vhll,, = II{ v t Vh - w,, Q II VII,, + II v  - vh IIH < c II p II,, 7 
and condition (Ch) follows from (4.26). 
Proof of Lemma 4. )I! and ,D are determined by the formulas (4.15) and 
(4.19), where now u = uh E She and A = Ih E Sh’. The quantity w,, is a 
solution of (4.11) with A= Ah E Sh”. Since Sh” c H-,:z+,(I’) it follows here 
that IV,, E H, , ( (0) with Il~~ll,+,(~)~Cl~li-,~,+,(r). Now we can use 
(A.l) and (A.3) to conclude that there exists ~7:‘~ with 
NW,, - d”ll,W < Cht, l1lll- 1:2-F < W,h-)‘II~ll-,;,a (4.27) 
Next we observe that the properties of G imply that 
Hence we can find IVY” E Sh” such that 
ilG((q + l)Uh + qEO - w:“)l&2) < Ch,, II Uhll,,. (4.28) 
In a similar way we can use (4.16) to infer the existence of a w:” such that 
11 w - wy II < Ch,, II Uhli,,. (4.29) 
From (4.27~(4.29) we can put M.~” = wi” + w!” + w:” and have (4.26), hold 
provided that (h,,/h,) is sufficiently small. 
We turn now to ,Z. From (4.19) we have 
~=-2~hf(~,-T~i~-2nh+~2. (4.30) 
Now the bracketed quantity ,u, E H,:#J and I~P~/I,.:~(IJ < C 1) UhJIH. Hence 
we can find ph E Shr such that iI& -1/l- ,i2(T) < Ch, II Uhli, and then we 
will have (4.26),. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
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5. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBLEMS 
Electromagnetic fields are described by the electric field and displacement. 
8” and cP. and the magnetic field and displacement, 3 and 9’. For isotropic 
materials one has 
s2 = CB. .S=pX. (5.1) 
where for inhomogeneous materials 6 and ,U may be functions of position. We 
consider here only monochromatic fields, which means that 
8’ = Re(Ee “l”)? X = Re(He ““‘). (5.2) 
If one assumes Ohm’s law. Maxwell’s equations for fields (5.2) are 
div(eE) = 0, div@H) = 0. (5.3) 
WC study a special geometry in which there is a single cylindrical obstacle 
in the z-direction with uniform cross section Q in the .X-J’ plane. The outside 
region is air and, as usual. we assume cr = 0 there. We consider two cases 
called iranst’erse magnetic (TM) and tranxerse electric (TE): 
(TM): E = E(x. ,r)/k H = H’(x. .r)r+ H’(x, 4’) j, 
(TE): H = H(x. ~)k: E = E’(s. J)/+ E’(x, ~)j. 
(5.4) 
WC study these separately. 
TKANSVEKSE MAGNETIC. Here WC use E and B’ =,uH’. B’ ==pH’. We 
have. from (5.3). 
E, i- E., j= iw(B’i+ B?J?, 
Hi - H(. = (CT - iw)E. 
(5.5) 
From (5.3)> and (5.5), one sees that there exists a P with 
B’ = #, , B2 = -@ c* E = ioM. (5.6) 
Then (5.5), yields 
(5.7) 
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC. Here we use H, E’, E2 and put k = u - iwc. We 
have 
H,,t- H-J= k(E’i+ E’J?. 
E: - E:. = iopH. 
(5.8) 
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We conclude here that there is a ;7/ with 
(5.10) 
The problem to be considered is that in which there is a given incident 
field (Eo, H”) of one of the forms (5.4) and defined in all space, save possibly 
at a finite number of points outside R. where it may have singularities. This 
field will then be determined to be a W” according to (5.6) or (5.9) with, in 
both cases. 
A@’ = -w$#‘. (5.11) 
The problem is to determine the distortion of the incident field by the 
obstacle. If we consider the scattered field outside each component will 
satisfy (R’),5 which means that in both cases above ti - 9’ satisfies (RI). 
The interface conditions at the boundary of the obstacle are that the 
tangential components of E and H should be continuous. In the two cases 
then we are led to the following problems: 
TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC. Find I/ such that r/ - li/” satisfies (R’) and. 
A% = -w~E,u~‘” in J2+. 
ii? =P”, P’, = (j-/p)iv’,l on I-, 
P - P” satisfies (R). 
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC. Find i”/ such that # - r/” satisfies (RI). 
Ad’ = -cIJ~E~~~’ in 0’. 
w =W’, j/, = iv; on r. 
’ (R’) means (R) with e” replaced by e’““‘“” “, 
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(Here p and E are for Q+ while ,K and k- = u- - iws - correspond to the 
obstacle.) 
In order to obtain the problem we studied we need an equation of the form 
A% + q@ = 0 and we need the boundary multiplier constant. When this is 
true we can shift the multiplier from the normal derivatives to the functions 
themselves by multipying W outside by a constant. By scaling we can always 
assume W’,UE = 1. Then we will have the following cases to which our theory 
will apply: 
Case 1. TM, p- constant, 
++g)l”;T, P=(-$). 
Case 2. TE, k- = 6 - iws- constant, 
Remarks. 1. In both cases /I is constant but q can depend on position, 
through E- and u‘- in the first case and through p”- in the second. 
2. In metals it is customary to assume that E- = 0 so that q would be 
pure imaginary in both cases. In Case 1, E- = 0 corresponds to the problem 
studied in the paper. The others can be handled similarly. 
3. The solution procedure in Theorem 2 has a physical interpretation. 
The V term corresponds to the field produced by a current flowing in the z- 
direction and the D term corresponds to surface charges on the conductor 
(see [ 91). We saw that when /3 = 1 the D term, that is, the surface charges, 
are not necessary. This occurs in Case 2 when u- = 0, that is, for dielectric 
materials. It will be satisfied in Case 1 when flu- =p, which is very nearly so 
for all materials save those that are ferromagnetic. 
4. It is possible to modify the method so as to treat the general case in 
both TM and TE modes. 
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